
Aend mediaon. This would involve an independent person exploring different opons with you and 
your ex to try and help facilitate a selement being reached. Again the bargaining power issue remains and 
the mediator cannot advise either of you legally but, if cost is a big concern, then mediaon can be a cost 
effecve way to try and reach a selement. Again, please get any potenal agreement wrien up into a 
court order by a specialist family solicitor as agreements reached in mediaon are not binding unl
they are formalised in a court order. 

If you have reached the 
conclusion that your marriage 
has broken down and your next 
step is to get divorced, then you 
need to protect yourself by 
obtaining a financial court order.

So that is why you should get a financial order but how might you go about securing one? There are a number 
of different opons you could take; the opon that works best for you will depend on your situaon and the 
sort of relaonship (or lack thereof) that you have with your ex. Below are some of the
routes you could take:-

If you were to obtain a divorce and not sort out your matrimonial finances in a legally binding way, then your 
ex-spouse’s financial claims against you remain open. This means that they could issue a financial claim in 
the future as a result of your marriage. Imagine, following your divorce, you received some inheritance, got 
remarried, won some money or increased your wealth in another way; without ge ng a binding financial 
order, your ex-spouse would be able to claim against you seeking a poron of those funds. Their claims are 
not barred by the passing of me meaning that they could bring a financial claim against you in 10, 15 or 20
years’ me unless they had remarried 

Negoate a financial selement directly with your ex.   This can be a speedy soluon however, if you feel 
that  there might be some unequal  bargaining power, or you  are  nervous about knowing what you should 
or  shouldn’t  be  agreeing t o,  then  it might  not be the best  opon for you.  If you do take  this route and 
you  manage  to  reach  a  potenal  agreement  with  your  ex,  then  please  get  it  checked by  a specialist 
family  solicitor.  My colleague  Tracey  Amos  and  I  deal  with  these  maers  at  SML  Law.  We can advise 
you  on  whether  any  proposed  arrangement  is  a  good  deal  for  you  depending  on  what  the  financial 
assets  are and  what evidence  of  those  assets we  have seen.  You would  also want  one of us to dra the assets  are and  what evidence  of  those  assets we  have seen.  You would  also want  one of us to dra the 
financial court order to prevent those future claims I menoned above.
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If this is something that you would like to discuss further then please contact Sarah Pugh or Tracey Amos 
at SML Law. 

(This arcle also applies to cases involving the dissoluon of civil partnerships). 

Solicitor negoaons. A good family lawyer is someone who is on your side, empathises with you and your 
situaon but who remains objecve, so as to be able to advise you on the best possible selement you are
 likely to achieve.  The Family Team at SML Law have experience in dealing with many divorce and matrimonial 
finance cases, giving us an invaluable insight into what a fair and likely selement should be in your situaon. 
Full financial disclosure is needed for us to be able to advise you appropriately, but it really is worth ge ng
this selement right and pu ng in the effort to sort maers out properly at the me of your divorce. The 
arrangement reached is going to have long lasng consequences for you and your family for years to come arrangement reached is going to have long lasng consequences for you and your family for years to come 
and so expert legal advice is strongly advised. 

Court. A last resort for many and usually the most expensive opon. If you’ve exhausted the opons 
above, there are complicang factors or your ex is just not playing ball, then the Family Team at SML can 
guide you through the process of a court applicaon to get you that financial order so that when you 
inherit or win the loery, you don’t have to split the pot with your ex husband/wife. 

Please contact
Mrs Sarah Pugh 
on
t: 01285 694782
e: sarahp@sml-law.co.uk

Please contact
Mrs Tracey Amos
on
t: 01285 694782
e: traceya@sml-law.co.uk
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